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Dragon Spring Resort | COFCO
Beijing, China

Set in a dramatic 800-acre site nestled within 
the green mountains outside Beijing, the recently 
completed Dragon Spring Resort for COFCO, one 
of China’s largest import and export companies, 
is a spectacular showcase for the organization 
and its investment in its staff. The project exem-
plifies the Chairman’s philosophy that spaces and 
environment contribute to a person’s thinking and 
understanding. 

HHCP focused on a balance between man and 
nature while designing the landscape, architecture 
and interiors for both the private guest suites and 
public spaces. The campus features more than 
20 interconnected buildings totaling over 30,000 
square meters of built area. In concert with the 
high-tech, multimedia education facilities are the 
human enhancement and recreation components, 
including a golf course, sports courts, indoor gym-
nasium and swimming pool as well as a 5-star hot 
springs spa and specialty cuisine restaurants. 

The design goal for Dragon Spring was to create a 
place of educational energy for the mind, stimulat-
ing recreation for the body and to enhance nature’s 
tranquility for the spirit. This design integration has 
truly fostered a rejuvenating and enriching environ-
ment of the mind, body and spirit for all who expe-
rience the multifaceted Dragon Spring Resort.
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The Garden Club
Dalian, China

In an era marked by a growing interest in environ-
mentally sensitive design, the Garden Club in Da-
lian, China, takes the idea of “green” architecture 
to a whole new level. While Dalian is already widely 
known in northeast China as “A City Built in Gar-
dens,” the 22-floor Garden Club is the region’s first 
example of “green high-rise architecture.” Innova-
tively, plant material is integrated with the project’s 
architectural features to establish a garden like 
ambiance on every level.

A restored historic villa forms the “jewel” at the heart 
of the lushly landscaped ground level Club Garden 
complex. The new residential towers surround the 
Club Garden and offer garden view corridors. In 
addition to the project’s central landscape feature, 
the Club Garden, the urban garden atmosphere 
is continued vertically by the distinctive “Sky Gar-
dens” atop the commercial podiums. The Sky 
Gardens provide special outdoor green space 
exclusively for residents’ outdoor enjoyment and 
relaxation. These elevated garden areas feature 
decorative green trellises, seasonal flowers and 
evergreen trees. The south balconies of the resi-
dential towers include planting areas, vine trellises 
and strategically placed double-volume heights in 
the balconies’ curves that allow for large potted 
trees growing up to two stories tall. Together, these 
elements establish a high-rise vertical greenscape 
that offers an inviting living environment.

The nature-oriented design is reinforced by the res-
idential towers’ undulating balcony shapes, which 
present a dramatic weaving of forms. At the same 
time, the vertical greenscape’s balcony plantings 
and trees establish a subtle movement of shape 
and shimmering leaves, imparting a natural life to 
the buildings. The vegetation also contributes to 
the project’s energy-saving design, with carefully 
selected deciduous trees on the balconies help-
ing to shade the glass exterior during summer and 
admit sunlight during the winter months.
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The lush green hills of suburban Dalian in northeast 
China may seem an unlikely place for a grand Euro-
pean-style castle. Yet the ever-increasing demand 
for lavish fantasy weddings and romantic weekend 
getaways in China makes the Sun Castle Hill Town 
Resort a perfect fit for Dalian’s growing tourism in-
dustry. With a unique design inspired by the great 
castles of Europe—especially Germany’s Cochem 
Reichsburg, Hohenzollern, and Neuschwanstein—
the resort will include a townhouse residential 
development built into the lower hillside, while the 
soaring 5-star 188-room boutique hotel and spa 
will occupy the upper hillside.

On weekends, the hotel portion of Sun Castle Hill 
Town Resort will serve as a romantic getaway and 
wedding venue, offering a trio of wedding chapels 
along with banquet and reception halls. During the 
week, the resort will serve as an executive confer-
ence retreat, with the reception halls doubling as 
conference/meeting facilities. 

In the spirit of the classic European castles, the 
hotel will even include a network of “secret” pas-
sageways connecting several of the resort’s public 
spaces, adding a sense of playfulness and discov-
ery to the overall guest experience. The resort’s 
commercial area will feature a wedding planning 
center and retail shop, as well as a museum with 
exhibits spotlighting weddings around the globe. 
Other planned amenities include lavish restaurants, 
an indoor/outdoor spa, a library, a billiards room, 
a solarium lobby bar and a carriage house where 
guests can embark on horse-drawn carriage rides 
through the picturesque Dalian countryside. 

Sun Castle Resort
Dalian, China

3535
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MAG 360
Damascus, Syria

Introducing MAG 360, a groundbreaking “business 
2 business” concept, where cool, urban energy is 
delicately balanced with cutting edge technology.

Situated on a 104,000 square meter site in a light 
industrial zone along Damascus – Dar’a Interna-
tional Road, MAG 360 stands out like an oasis in 
the desert, sparkling with promise and opportu-
nity. The site’s relationship to the street serves as 
more than an access and circulation solution; in 
fact, the streetscape plan is a key element of MAG 
360’s innovative character, separating vehicular 
traffic from pedestrian circulation while incorporat-
ing landscape and hardscape features expertly 
configured to evoke a unique sense of place.
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Physicians Regional   
Medical Center
Collier Boulevard  | Naples, Florida

Acute Care Hospital & Medical Office Building 

HHCP worked in partnership with the Owner, 
hospital user-groups and a master site planning 
consultant to develop this 60-acre acute care 
hospital campus that includes a 100-bed Hospi-
tal, an 80,000 SF Medical Office Building and an 
Ambulatory Surgical Center. 

Physicians Regional Medical Center offers ad-
vanced healthcare services and technologies to 
the growing community. Completed in just 12 
months, this three-story, 226,618 SF hospital 
features 86 patient rooms designed specifi-
cally around patient centered care and a separate 
free-standing Women’s Center. The hospital was 
designed to accommodate a future three-story 
vertical expansion.

Surgery suites have “Smart” operating rooms. 
Colocation of clinical diagnostic and treatment 
services improves patient flow and turn-around 
time for emergency care and ambulatory patients. 
The pharmacy, designed to meet the current USP 
797 Rule, has an adjacent ISO Class 8 Clean 
Room and an ISO Class 8 Anteroom.

Welcoming interiors blend natural lighting with light 
wood, warm ceramic tile, comfortable furnishings 
and original artwork featuring local artists. The 
contemporary exterior is faced with beige stucco 
and green glass that reflects the surrounding 
tropical Florida landscape.

Designed to vertically expand an additional three 
floors for a total build-out of six floors, this hospital 
proudly brings an elevated level of healthcare ser-
vices in a compassionate environment.

35
Wan Hai Lines
Company Headquarters
Taipei, Taiwan

The union between artistic celebration and en-
ergy conservation is seamless in this dramatic 
architectural design for the progressive Wan Hai 
Lines company’s corporate headquarters located 
in Taipei, Taiwan. Positioned on the historic paper 
mill site of its sister company Shihlin Paper, Wan 
Hai features a white perforated sunscreen sur-
rounding the building as a protective solar filter for 
energy conservation. Its design is representative 
of origami, the art of paper folding, paying hom-
age to the Japanese who built the original paper 
mill structures and showcasing their unique style 
of paper art. The glistening pattern of the triangular 
folds across the façade also reflects the patterned 
ripples of a tranquil sea, symbolizing good weather 
and safe sailing for the shipping company. In con-
trast to the white screen is the inner red core of 
the building that by its color represents happiness, 
good fortune and long life according to Chinese 
culture. Clearly this eco-sensitive artistic design 
provides a symbolic identity and classic design 
simplicity of both art and architecture. In fact, a 
portion of the screen’s cost may qualify as Taipei 
City Public Art to minimize its initial construction 
investment, while the long term effect of its energy 
savings will decrease the building’s operational 
cost. Therefore this architectural form of modern 
art gives back value visually, economically and 
environmentally. It is in many ways creating the art 
of sustainability.
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SAN JORGE CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL  |  San Juan, Puerto Rico

Located in the heart of San Juan, Puerto Rico, the San Jorge Children’s Hospital 
is undergoing an extensive expansion and renovation. This project includes a new 
hospital entrance, lobby and 33-bed emergency department on the first floor, an 
outpatient surgery and 12-bed pediatric intensive care unit on the second floor, and 
a 22-bed pediatric oncology unit on the third floor.

JEKYLL ISLAND  |  Jekyll Island, Georgia 

In August 2009, the revitalization site plan was approved for the Beach Village, 
Convention Center and Signature Beach Park. The initial phase is now being real-
ized with the design completion of the new Great Dunes Park. The park experience 
includes landscaping, walks and parking, three family pavilions, one group pavilion,  
a Beach Deck Pavilion, and a Restroom/Changing building.

SUNRAIL  |  Orlando, Florida

SunRail, Central Florida’s eagerly awaited commuter rail which will cover 61 miles 
and four counties, is becoming a reality. HHCP was responsible for site planning and 
platform and canopy design for all of the initial 17 stations. Each community required 
special design considerations and HHCP worked closely with the respective cities to 
create stations that would meet their individual functional and aesthetic needs. From 
outlying commuter stations with large efficient parking areas, to a “Craftsman Style” 
station reflecting the surrounding historic architecture, to dense urban locations, to 
the “Spanish Mission” style of a local hospital, to the modern wave forms tying into 
HHCP’s own downtown LYNX Central Station, SunRail will not only efficiently move 
Central Florida commuters, but will provide them a sense of destination as they ar-
rive at each unique station.

MCMULLEN DEVELOPMENT  |  McMullenDevelopment.com

The award winning redevelopment of the McMullen brand coincided with the cre-
ation of McMullenDevelopment.com. Based on a thorough company analysis, the 
ideas presented for the new visual identity not only solidified a new visual brand, but 
also prompted an extensive modernization of the company’s marketing message 
based on the design ideas. The web site was developed to communicate a complex 
message simply by breaking the information down into manageable blocks and 
the creation of a compelling narrative. While the user maintains full control of their 
experience through the top navigation, they are encouraged to use the green “next” 
buttons. This ordered mode of site navigation allows the carefully constructed nar-
rative of the McMullen story to unfold as intended without the user being forced into 
certain paths or dead-end links. 

WEKIVA ISLAND  |  WekivaIsland.com

Balancing a serious commitment to environmental stewardship with an offbeat and 
equally serious commitment to fun, Wekiva Island, located on the Wekiva River, was 
conceived as an ecologically sensitive, carbon neutral, educational and recreational 
destination. HHCP created the over-arching brand for Wekiva Island and two sub-
brands to complement it - The Sanctuary (marina/retail/club facility) and The Tooting 
Otter (bar). The web site utilizes dynamic slide shows as backgrounds, taking advan-
tage of Wekiva Island’s natural beauty and allowing the owners to easily post images 
from special events.
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HHCP DESIGN INTERNATIONAL
HELMAN HURLEY CHARVAT PEACOCK / ARCHITECTS  

Orlando
222 West Maitland Boulevard
Maitland, Florida 32751-4399 USA
P +1 407-644-2656   F +1 407-628-3269

Beijing
5F, PICC Building, 17 Chao Yang Men Bei Avenue
Beijing 100010, China
P 86-10-5815-1398   F 86-10-5815-1299 HHCP.com
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Puerto Rico
Suite 500 | 1064 Ponce De Leon Avenue
San Juan, PR  00907-3740
P +1 787-641-6801   F +1 787-641-6850


